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EXTENSION OF MEROMORPHIC MAPPINGS

Mitsuru Harita

1. Introduction

Kneser[12] generalized the continuation theorem on meromorphic 
functions of Levi[13] and Okuda-Sa-kai[ 16] gave a complete proof of 
it. Fuks[5] stated that any domain of meromorphy in Cn is analyt
ically convex in the sense of Haxtogs and Kajiwara-Sakaifll] proved 
that the envelope of meromorphy of a domain over a Stein manifold 
with respect to a family of meromorphic functions is py-convex in the 
sense of Docquier-Grauert[3] and, therefore, is a Stein manifold. Thus, 
Kajiwar^Safed provejdL that a mercmerphic fimriieTi m a ffemai工LmeM 
a Stein manifold is represented by a quotient of two global meromor
phic functions and solved the weak Poincare problem affirmatively.

For domains of infinite dimension, Harita[6] obtained the same re
sult concerning a domain of the Cartesian product of countable family 
of complex planes. Aurich[l,2] proved that the envelope of meromor- 
phy over a complex Banach space is pseudoconvex. Harita[7] proved 
that the envelope of meromorphy of a domain over a sequentially com
plete complex locally convex Hausdorff space is pseudoconvex. Let E 
be a locally convex complex linear HausdorfF space, which is either 
equipped with the finite open topology, or is a Frechet space with 
bounded approximation property or a DFN-space. Harita[8] proved 
that the coincidence of holomorphy and meromorphy of a domain over 
the space E making use the affirmative solution of the Levi problem.

On the other hand, let E be a sequentially complete locally convex 
Hausdorff space, Af be a complex manifold modelled with the locally 
convex space 玖 (Q/p) be a Riemann domain over the complex man
ifold M and (Q,0) be the pseudoconvex hull of in the sense of 
Matsuda[14]. Harita|이 proved that any meromorphic function on Q 
can be meromorphically continued to a meromorphic function on Q 
without using any solution of the Levi problem.
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Let Af be a pseudoconvex complex manifold modelled with a com
plex Banach space, which has a Schauder basis, (Q,(p) be a Riemann 
domain, over Af, the dimension, of which may be infinite, (Q,^) be the 
locally pseudoconvex hull of the domain (Q,夕)over M. Let X be a 
complex Banach manifold with the weak disc property and 了 ： Q X 
be a meromorphic mapping. In the present paper, we prove that f is 
meromorphically extended to a meromorphic mapping / : Q —> A- if 
and only if the set of points of indeterminacy A of / is extended to an 
analytic thin set A of the pseudoconvex hull Q.

2. Notations and preliminaries

Let jE be a complex HausdorfF linear space. A Hausdorff space M 
is called a complex manifold modelled with the linear space E)if there 
exists a family A = {(8心);/ G /} of pairs (孔 饥)of open sets Ut 
o£ JVf and Jiomeomorphisms tpx of open, sets Ui onto open sets o£ E 
satisfying the following conditions.

(1) For any i,j E I with UtnU} 0, 난le mapping 饥 o (9시夕“乙八「1
S))—' : 「1 S) — %(SS) between open sets in E are holo
morphic.

(2) \JUt = M.

A is called an atlas of A幻 and an element of A is called a chart of 
M.

Let E and F be complex Hausdorff linear spaces, and M and N be 
complex manifolds, which are modelled, respectively, with the linear 
spaces E and F, which have atlases ((Z7t,(/?t); i E 1} and {([%,*,)； a G 
A} respectively. Then a mapping f : M t N is said to be holomorphic 
if, for any t E I and any a E A with f(Ut) A 丰 0, the mapping 

f o (夕 is holomorphic whenever it is defined. Pa호 ticularly, 
a holomorphic mapping of M in the complex plane C is called a holo
morphic function on M, A function p : M [—00,00) is said to be 
plurisubharmonic if, for each z G I, the function p o is plurisub- 
harmonic. We denote the set of plurisubharmonic functions on M by 
P(M).

Let E be a complex Hausdorff linear space and X be a complex 
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manifold modelled with the linear space E. A subset 4 of X is said 
to be analytic if, for any point x of A, there exist a neighborhood U 
of x and a family {f};j G J} of holomorphic functions on U such that 
A D 17 = {' € S fj(g) = 0 for any j G J}. A subset 7 of X is 
said to be thin if, for any point x of T, there exist a neighborhhod U 
of x and a family {f3；j € J} of holomorphic functions on U such that 
T C\U C {y & (7; /j(y) = 0 for any j G J}. Let F be a complex 
Hausdorff linear space and K be a complex manifold modelled with 
the linear spaces F. A holomorphic mapping 夕：X —> Y called a 
modification if there exist thin sets S> T of, respectively, X and Y such 
that the restriction <p\x~s : X — S Y—T is a biholomorphic mapping 
of X - S onto Y -T.

Let E)F be complex Hausdorff linear spaces and X, Y be complex 
manifolds modelled, respectively, with the linear spaces 玖 F. Let G 
be an analytic subset of the product manifold X x Y such that the

: G一is a, modification. Then, we s可숴顽厂t균eieexists 
a meromorphtc mapping X -스 V and G is called the graph of 卩, 
The intersection of all analytic sets A of X such that there exits a 
holomorphic mapping h of X — A into Y and that the graph G(h) of 
h coincides with 兀一'(X — A) C G is called the set of indeterminacy 
of /l A meromorphic mapping 〃 of X in the Riemann sphere P := 
C U {oo}, such that the image of each connected component of X does 
not coincide with (oo), is called a meromorphic function.

3. Pseudoconvex hull

Let E be a complex Hausdorff linear space, M be a complex manifold 
modelled with the linear space E. A complex manifold M is said to be 
pseudoconvex if, for any compact subset K of Af, the set

(1) Kp := {x € M;p(r) < sup p(y) for all p € P(Af)) 
yEK

is relatively compact subset of M.

A pair (命 W) of a Hausdoff space Q and a locally biholomorphic 
mapping 少 is called a domain over the manifold M. It is said to be 
locally pseudoconvex if, for any atlas A = {([^(#為)；i E 1} oi the mani
fold M and for any finite dimensional linear subspace L of E, the open 
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set ((饥。W)T(饥(UJnZ，),饥。©|("W，)-i(o(u,)nz，))is a pseudoconvex 
open set over the finite dimensional Hausdorff complex linear space L.

Let E be a Hausdorff complex linear space, Af be a complex manifold 
modelled with the linear space E)(Q, <p) be a domain over the complex 
manifold M and P be the family j E P} of triples such
that each 饥)is a locally pseudoconvex domain over M and that 
each Aj is a locally biholomorphic mapping of Q in Qj with ip =夕丿。入丁. 

We introduce a semi-order-X in P. For 7, A: € P, we write (橱0件时 Y 
(MSwPk) if there exits a locally biholomorphic map 入j : Qj t ilk 
with屮3 =火。

In finite dimensional case, KajiwaxaflO] defined a pseudoconvex hull 
of a domain over a holomorphically convex manifold. Ohgai[15] con
structed the Durchshnitt (Q)。)as the minimum of the family P. By 
the same method of Matsuda[14], we can prove that the set P equipped 
with the semi-order Y is an inductive directed set in the sense of 
Eilenter-Steenrod(41. In 七hisway. we can prove the following th^renr

THEOREM 1. Let E be a complex Hausdorff linear space, M be a 
pseudoconvex manifold modelled with the linear space E and (Q,p) 
be a domain over M, Then there exists uniquely a minimum locally 
pseudoconvex domain (A,Q,^) over M among locally pseudoconvex 
domains larger than (Q,

The triple (A, 0,S) is called the locally psedoconvex hull of the do
main (Q.) over the manifold M,

4. Continuation of meromorphic mappings

We use the notations

⑵ D-= {zeC-,\z\<i},

and

(3) D* := {z € D; z 彳 0}.

Let X be a Banach manifold and let H(D)X) be the space of holo
morphic mappings from D into X equipped with the compact open 
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topology. The manifold X is said to have the weak disc property, if 
every sequence {/n; n > 1) of H(D)X) which converges in
converges in H(D〉X) too.

THEOREM 2. Let B be a complex Banach space with Schauder base, 
M be a pseudoconvex manifold modelled with the Banach space B, 
(Q,夕)be a domain, over M and be the locally pseudoconvex
hull of the domain (Q,夕)over M. Let X be a complex manifold which 
is modelled with a complex Banach space equipped with a Schauder 
basis, and which has the weak disc property. Let f : Q -스 X be 
a meromorphic mapping. Then f is meromorphically extended to a 
meromorphic mapping f : Q t X of the locally pseudoconvex hull Q 
in the manifold X if and only if the set of points of indeterminacy of 
f is extended to an analytic set of

Proof of the necessity. Suppose that f is extended to a meromorphic 
mapping / of Q in the manifold X： then i;he set A of points indeter
minacy of f is an. analytic set in Q and is an extension, of the set of 
points of indeterminacy of /.

Proof of the sufficzency. Let A be the points indeterminacy of f 
and A be an analytic set in Q which is an extension of the points 
indeterminacy of f. We put := Q — 4 Then, the restriction h := 
/|nA is a holomorphic mapping of Qa in the Banach manifold X with 
the disc property. Let 冗：Q x X t Q be the canonical projection. The 
graph G(h) of h coincides with 「)G、Let ("4•加Sa) be the
locally pseudoconvex hull of the domain 板)over the manifold 
M and 齐,。x X be the canonical projection. According to 
Matsuda[14], h has a holomorphic extension h to the pseudoconvex 
hull Qa-

Let G(h) be the closure of the graph G(Ji) in the product space 
Q x X. The intersection G0) P ,7r~1(Q — A) is an analytic set in the 
product space QxX. In other words, the closed subset G(h) is analytic 
in the complement of the analytic set Ax JC in the product space QxX. 
Moreover, the set A(Q) x X is a connected nonempty open subset of 
the product space Q x X and 난le intersection G(h) Cl (A(Q) x X) is 
analytic across the analytic set 7r-1(A). Hence, the set G(h) is not 
singular in. the analytic set
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Since the closure G(E) is an analytic set in the product space Six X 
and since the restriction 치瓦/ is a modification, it defines a meromor- 

phic mapping f such that 子k(Q)= f, that 치瓦貝_讦_1(人) is a biholo- 

morphic mapping onto fl — A, / is a desired meromorphic extension of 
/ to the locally pseudoconvex hull Q.
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